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PayCaun
Dear Participant,
This is an exciting time in the financial services industry: new
technology like the blockchain and cryptocurrencies are
delivering enormous opportunities to bring disruptive change
to the financial world. I am inviting you to join this revolution
by participating in the PayCaun Initial Coin Offering (ICO).
Our ICO will enable the development of the PayCaun network:
a bold and disruptive vision for trading that will enable all
parties to trade on an equal basis, made possible by
blockchain technology and the distributed ledger.
By connecting all participants in the network with a set of
transparent rules, we can level the paying field, reduce
reliance on intermediaries, and increase functionality,
recording trades on the blockchain will enable greater
transparency, vastly lower the cost of trading, and significantly
speed up settlement.
In order to trade and make payments on the network, traders
will need PayCaun tokens, which can be acquired as part of
this ICO or a later date when they are listed on exchange. This
is your opportunity to be involved from the very beginning.
We’re going to change trading forever, and we’d be delighted if
you joined us.
Thank You for Reading.
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Abstract
PayCaun is a multi-asset blockchain-based crypto
currency that will allow investors to trade a wide
range of products such as BTC, ETH, BNB, and
more.
PayCaun will disrupt a market that is dominated by
banks, prime brokers, and large funds, creating an
immense opportunity to become the leading multiasset blockchain-based trading network to trade a
wide range of financial products not found on
traditional crypto exchanges.
Initially focused on the retail sector, the network will then be
expanded into the institutional and corporate trading markets and
subsequently to a range of other financial sectors. Ultimately, the
trading solution will enable a client to trade any financial product
with any counterparty using the public blockchain – agnostic of
platform or broker.
PayCaun primary goal is to become the world’s largest multi-asset
blockchain-based cryptocurrency network.
In order to achieve this goal PayCaun will create a trading economy
with the PayCaun used as a means of payment to trade financial
products, you will be able to shop online with payCaun, grow the
liquidity pool in the network and scale transactions.
PayCaun is issuing an Initial Coin Offering (ICO) of the PayCaun
Token. Funds raised as a part of the ICO will be used to lunch Ecommerce. Our payCaun holders - can buy products by paying
payCaun, primarily to acquire new users, develop a state-of-the-art
matching engine and expand the range of trading products, Only
PayCaun holders will be able to trade on the PayCaun network.
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Abstract
By choosing promoters, PayCaun will be fair to the community.
Promoters here, are the people who will be having the maximum
number of references, investments, and other promotional activities
(social advice).
PayCaun brings more than a decade of experience, a history of
innovation and a strong portfolio of intellectual property to use on the
PayCaun network: all of which will allow it to exceed the goals outlined
in our roadmap.

ICO Summary
Symbol

PYC

Total Supply

150 Million

Token Available in ICO

30 Million

Token Standard

Binance Bep-20

Price

1BNB = 70000 PYC

ICO

60 Days

Direct Referral Bonus

5%

Developer Club Bonus

2%

Promotions

5%

Social Media
Information on the Paycaun
ICO is available via the following channels
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Introduction
Investing in cryptocurrency has proven to yield significant returns
for investors. With the rapid adoption of blockchain technology,
cryptocurrency has emerged as an exciting assets class of its own.
We have seen unprecedented growth in the marketplace as
innovative breakthrough have led to exciting opportunities for
investors.

However, there are still barriers for many investors, investing in
cryptocurrency remains a complex and seemingly risky endeavor. The
market is rapidly evolving, and these barriers are stopping investors
from taking advantage. PayCaun wants to change that.
PayCaun is a cryptocurrency that holds a larger store of value unit
those conventional cryptocurrencies – by combing transparency with
experienced asset management.
We empower investors to be part of a new movement of democratic,
disruptive technology through sound investment in a rapidly growing,
in – demand marketplace.
Our company provides the necessary guidance and product offerings
to allow investors to take full advantage of the digital currency and
blockchain revolution. With the creation of our first investment
vehicle, “PayCaun Token” individuals can confidently and easily invest
in cryptocurrency assets aimed at delivering superior risk-adjusted
returns.
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Summary
Generally, investors and traders are not able to access the global
market, such as Cryptocurrency exchanges, Wallets, etc due to
regulatory or other issues.
PayCaun Token is a representative platform that will enable
unfettered and hassle-free investment into various Crypto products
of all major markets across the globe under one roof facilitated by
one universal (crypto)currency – PayCaun Token. It offers a platform
supported by one cryptocurrency enabling conversions from all
major currencies to settle accounts at very nominal fees in
convenient time – one can think of.

Background
Cryptocurrency and Blockchain
In 2017, investing in cryptocurrency and blockchain suddenly
became a remarkably attractive proposition:
As of august 2017, the overall valuation of cryptocurrency’s
market capitalization was $165 billion.
The market grew by 800% in the first eight months of 2017.
Over $1.3 billion was invested in ICOs between January and June
2017
The most well-known and popular cryptocurrency. BISPDIN makes
up almost half of the above market capitalization. Thot percentage
is expected to shrink as money new cryptocurrencies emerge,
taking advantage of new technology in their respective fields.
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Background
Binance, another blockchain technology, has been making waves
since its inception 2 years ago, and has already achieved its own
market capitalization of over $30 billion.
Although cryptocurrencies ore perhaps best known as on alternative
to traditional fiat currencies, the blockchain technology upon which
they are built has uses thot extend far beyond being a means to
exchange money.

Diversification of Blockchain Technology
In 2017, over half of all ICOs were related to infrastructure,12% were
in trading and investing, 10% in payments, 8% in finance, 5% in
gaming and VR, and the rest a combination of commerce, advertising,
identity management, data storage, commodities, art, music, and
more. Growth in these areas are only just starting to be realized,
which is excellent news for investors as it provides on early
opportunity for diversification across a range of industries, thereby
reducing risk.
There are almost a thousand different cryptocurrencies being actively
traded today. with more launching every month. Although this is a
rapidly growing area, much of the world has yet to take
notice. These assets have only just started to realize their intrinsic
value and economic impact. Their wide—scale adoption, coupled with
the revolutionary benefits and security of blockchain, will
transform much of how we do business and transact with each other
all over the globe.
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Background
Cryptocurrency is having a major impact trading as well. The
widespread use of cryptocurrency and blockchain technologies will
reduce dependence on traditional currencies, financial systems, and
governments. and make the exchange of value a much more
democratic process. Since cryptocurrency decentralized currency, it
has the ability to create a major impact on our world's financial
future and global economy.

Unique Vision
Not all revolutions hove already token place in this digital era. The
Blockchain technology and its breakthrough especially changes how
we understand money as the traditional medium of payment. Several
blockchain-based cryptocurrencies have disrupted money industries
from the several methods of crypto-payment to traditional banking
and other financial sectors.
This is where PayCaun comes in, generally. The vision behind the
development of this project emanates from the community to serve
the problem of investment. Furthermore, the ever-increasing
adoptions make them an integral part of the financial ecosystem
throughout the world. To us, this means that each scale and unit of
the retail and e-commerce industries will begin the adoption of a
crypto-based payment technologies.
However, this will need secure yet innovative encompassing
payments service providers. The E-commerce and payment industries
are growing exponentially. Virtually all the online retailers
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Unique Vision
and e-commerce stores are on the threshold of incorporating the
different Blockchain-based payment methods. Hence, this is the
accurate time for PayCaun Token to emerge and champion a new
industry of crypto payments. We want to reinvent real and living Ecommerce payment processes according to the demands of the
global markets. PayCaun Token has chosen this direction; the
projected direction of crypto-payment and ecommerce industries.
We will ensure on instantaneous transfer and exchange of all cryptoholdings for our users, retailers, businesses, and merchants.

In depth: PayCaun Utilized
the power of Blockchain
By using our innovative and trusted blockchain trading platform, we
will democratize the markets and save money for investors and
companies, reducing and in some cases, eliminating the tremendous
fees and inefficiencies traditionally associated with asset trading.
PayCaun Token is a next generation financial institution based on
blockchain technology, providing the ultimate in security and
transparency. By leveraging decodes of experience in the investment
banking, trading 6 fins—tech sectors, and combining them with the
power and transparency of the distributed ledger, we've created a
truly unique product thot will revolutionize asset trading and
investment banking. As well as for eCommerce, the ruby Coin will
introduce a more efficient and secure payment gateway, allowing
buyers to buy goods and services with confidence from merchants,
incorporating a robust PayPaI-like consumer protection and dispute
resolution scheme. This is coupled with Ruby Coin's investment
banking and advisory expertise and the reassurance that comes with
operating in a regulated environment.
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Binance
Binance is a project which attempts to build the generalised
technology: technology on which all transaction based state machine
concepts may be built. Moreover, it aims to provide to the enddeveloper a tightly integrated end to end system for building
software on a hitherto unexplored compute paradigm in the
mainstream: a trustful object messaging compute framework.
Binance has a blockchain which contains:
Asset Tokens (BNB or BUSD depending on which Binance)
A multitude of user generated token that are created and
managed through smart contacts
Hashes stored in smart contracts
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Issues and opportunitys:
Cryptocurrency Asstet

The Problem Area
Global financial market ore dominated by banks and other financial
system. some of which lock transparency. have undue influence on
global assets and con impose loss.
New technology means we can now deliver greater transparency
and equality for all market participants. Established financial players
have failed to take the opportunities in blockchain technology. and
still use a centralized trading system to trade, buy, and sell products.
From the falling value of currencies to lock of traditional high yield
investment opportunities, there more pervasive issues throughout
our existing financial markets.

Devalution of Fait Currencies
In many countries around the world, people face major issues
around economic inflation and devaluation of fiat currencies. These
issues affect trading partners, residents, businesses, and other
stakeholders. One of the harshest consequences these people face
is the immense difficulty of transferring their remaining financial
wealth out of devalued currencies. What can they do protect their
assets?

Profitable Investment Opportunities are scarce
There is a distinct lock of traditional investment opportunities for
growing wealth right now. Interest rates are historically low, the bond
market has limited returns, and the stock market seems overvalued
by historic standards. For many, investing in options, day trading,
swing trading, shorting, commodities, and Forex seem like risky
propositions.
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Issues and opportunitys:
Cryptocurrency Asstet

Other Limitation Include:
Lack to transparency and trade execution.
Settlement of trade and funds can take days, versus seconds on
the blockchain.
Lack of flexibility in transferring trades.

The Solution
We will create a cutting – edge new multi-asset trading and
democratize your investment. PayCaun Token is a cryptocurrency in
the world wide web for the bulls and bears of the globe. PayCaun
Token has introduced a unique concept in referral program in ICO.
We are calling this – PayCaun Token. This token will allow individuals
to trade directly with one another with lower costs for all. Trades will
be automatically settled, with recording and execution conducted ofchain to deliver the fastest service possible. To raise funds to design
and develop the coin, we are launching on ICO of PayCaun Token, a
bespoke new digital token that will underpin trading on the token.
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Introducing the
PayCaun Token
PayCaun offer a utility token thot enables frictionless transactions of
a wide range of assets on the exchange whilst also acting as a
medium of exchange and a store of value thot could become more
valuable in line with the growth of users and increasing use of the
trading platform.

The Blockchain: A Distributed Public Ledger

As the word "cryptocurrency" attracted growing interest in the early
21st century, so did another phrase: “blockchain." This makes perfect
sense because the two ideas are closely related, but to those who've
never dealt with either, the links can seem confusing.

If the Blockchain Is the Account Record
Cryptocurrencies work by keeping all transaction records in a shared
public document called the blockchain. Every validating node has a
copy of the blockchain. Every time you successfully receive or send
cryptocurrency funds, evidence of the exchange gets stored in a
specially formatted digital record known as a block. When you pay
those funds to someone else in the future. another block record gets
added to the old record, forming a chain of records: the blockchain.

Blockchains have a few game-changing advantage
They're distributed among large groups of networked users so that
all of the records can reach a consensus about who has how much
cryptocurrency. This eliminates the need to trust the bank.
Cryptography (which is where the 'crypto" part of the term
"cryptocurrency originates) makes it possible to verify the
connections between different blocks and catch certain types of
fraud automatically. Not having to store the records in one place
means that you don't need to invest in a secure storage setup, such
as when you place on heirloom in a bank vault.
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Introducing the
PayCaun Token
The Cryptocurrency Wallet App Is the Account
Blockchains are a kind of shared ledger technology. Each softwarebased wallet application uses secure authentication keys to access
the records for a given wallet address, which is a long string
of 26 to 35 random— looking numbers and letters, such as:
This is a PayCaun (PYC) address that goes with it. If someone wants
to send you money using PayCaun Token, all they need is your
address.

0xa1e95aa03302769c3fee6515d99722794153934c

No Private Blockchain: Keeping the Record Accessible
Some cryptocurrency organizations dilute their currency's
independence by implementing private blockchain technologies.
Although many of these groups would claim that their actions serve
the greater good by keeping the ledger in the hands of a trusted
authority, such activities raise two glaring problems:
Depending on so-called trustd authorities files directly in the face
of Nakamoto's reason for creating BISPDIN.
It's impossible to know wheather a third-party is trustwarthy.
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Introducing the
PayCaun Token
These aren’t the only problems with private blockchains. When
one party controls the ledger, all network participants are at the
mercy of that party.'
If a government official or legislator suddenly decides thot it's
politically expedient to prohibit the general use of cryptocurrency so
that they can acquire a massive market share before profiting
from currency speculation, all they have to do is target the central
“trusted” authority that houses the ledger. If this seems like science
fiction, one only needs to look at existing civil enforcement lawsuits
brought by U.S. authorities against cryptocurrency companies.
True, most people would agree that government intervention is great
when it prevents fraudsters and con artists from scumming unwitting
users. Unfortunately, most governments eschew the laissez-faire
attitudes thot might help many currency markets thrive. Not all
regulations help, and as many corrupt governments have shown,
central authorities with too much power can’t always be trusted to
implement lows fairly or justly.
As cryptocurrency continues transforming the workings of monetary
systems, governments will undoubtedly take port in determining how
things develop. Regardless where one stands on whether these roles
will help or hinder, the idea of private blockchains clearly introduces
a major vulnerability thot could exacerbate regulatory impacts for
better or worse.
“The heart of any cryptocurrency con Lee found in the spirit of its
community.”
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The PayCaun
Token Network
Good intentions aside, private blockchains carry the threat of
conflicts of interest. By isolating the ledger from the community, they
sacrifice critical public oversight.
We intend to develop a multi-asset blockchain-based trading
network. To reach the speeds of execution and settlement modern
markets expect, the network will combine blockchain-based smart
contracts with off-chain transactions.
This Solution will Benefit from:
The trust, intergrity and visibility of the blockchain ledger.
The ability to hold and settle funds on the blockchain.
The greater speed of using off-chain processing.
A consortium-based private ledger visible to only participants in
the network combined with the public blockchain.

Paycaun Economy
PayCaun tokens are classified as utility tokens. Participants in the
PayCaun Network that wish to trade and use all its features will need
to hold Ruby tokens. These are the units of trade in our token new
economy. By transferring cryptocurrencies into PYC, traders can
trade in the various markets offered on the network. The value of the
trade is held securely in an Ethereum smart contract and is settled
and released directly back to the participants wallet automatically
upon determination of the trade.
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PayCaun Token
Token Specification
Token Name

PayCaun

Token Code

PYC

Total Supply

150 Million

Circulating Supply 90 Million
Time Period

60 Days

Bulk Token Sale:
In order to sell remaining
Tokens of ICO. We will
offer bulk Token sale.
However, if required we
will keep remaining
Tokens for reserve.

Fund Allocation
We anticipate spending the money raised as follows:

New User Acquisition and marketing
Licensing Additions & Changes
Legal, Audit & Advisory
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Operations

Crowd Sale

Marketing &
Development

The picture shows how PayCaun
would be distributed.

Airdrop

In order to these stages of
token issue, some % will be
retained to be used as
bounties during ICO.

Bounty

Token Distribution

Roadmap

March 2022

ICO sale start now

May 2022

JULY 2022
Launch Our
Exchange

Listing on various
Exchange

DEC 2022

MAR 2023
Mining of Token.
Distribution with
users if PYC

ICO Launching
Publicly. PayCaun
Intial Coin Offer
with Smart Contract

DEC 2023
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E-commerce - You
can easily buy any
product using Our
TOken.

Risk Disclamier
Unanticipated Risk

Blockchain technologies and cryptographic Tokens such as the Tokens
are a relatively new and dynamic technology. In addition to the risks
included above, there are other risks associated with your purchase,
holding and use of the Tokens, including those thot the Company
cannot anticipate. Such risks may further appear as unanticipated
variations or combinations of the risks discussed above.

Legal and Governmental Risks

Uncertain Regulatory Framework. The regulatory status of cryptographic Tokens, digital assets and Blockchain technology is unclear
or unsettled in most jurisdictions. It is difficult to predict how
or whether governmental authorities will regulate such technologies.
It is likewise difficult to predict how or whether any governmental
authority may make changes to existing laws, regulations and/or
rules that will affect cryptographic Tokens, digital assets, Blockchain
technology and its applications. Such changes may negatively impact
the Tokens in various ways, including, for example, through a
determination thot the Tokens ore regulated financial instruments
thot require registration. Company may cease the distribution of the
Tokens, the development of the Platform or cease operations in a
jurisdiction in the event thot governmental actions make it unlawful
or commercially undesirable to continue to do so.

Risk of Dissolution of Company

It is possible that, due to any number of reasons, including. but not limited
to, on unfavorable fluctuation in the value of Ethereum, Bitcoin or other
cryptographic and fiat currencies. decrease in the Tokens utility due to
negative adoption of the Platform, the failure of commercial relationships,
or intellectual property ownership challenges, the Platform may no longer
be viable to operate and the Company may dissolve.
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